Search Visualization
A Bird’s-Eye View of Your Data, Anytime
Early (and Middle and End) Case
Assessment

It’s day one. Your ediscovery data has been collected
and loaded into DISCO. Now what? What does your
collection of documents look like from a high level? How
should you organize your review workflow?
DISCO Search Visualization to the rescue, enabling you
to interactively visualize your entire document set, no
matter how large, with zero setup. From email timelines
to breakdowns of custodians and document types, you
can point-and-click to explore and understand your data,
instantly and intuitively.

DISCO Search Visualization empowers lawyers and legal professionals to graphically
explore and understand their data set from
a high level, throughout the life of a case.
Trends and hotspots, like increased email
activity over a certain time period or an unexpected lack of documents from a particular
custodian, can be identified almost instantly
with a few clicks.
Search Visualization replaces cumbersome
early case assessment (ECA) tools that usually require a separate setup process (or
even a separate piece of software). DISCO’s
Search Visualization is an integral part of
DISCO’s document review platform, making
transitioning from a high-level overview to
searching for and viewing the actual documents a snap.

DISCO combines world-class engineering with a deep love
and respect for the law to deliver the best legal technology.
Explore Immediately, with Zero Setup
DISCO Search Visualization is ready out-ofthe-box, as soon as documents are loaded.
No need to waste time configuring settings,
choosing search engines, or waiting for analytics to be processed. Critical data analysis
first-steps, like confirming proper document
collection and organizing the review workflow, can begin immediately.
Drill Down in Real Time
As data values are selected or time ranges
are adjusted, the Search Visualization charts
update instantly to reflect the narrowed document universe, helping to discover trends
and validate hypotheses about the data. If
your investigation leads to a dead end, easily
back out of a selection, or reset the search
entirely, with a single click.
Investigate, Share, Repeat
As exploration continues and valuable
insights are found, you can promote your current selections to the search bar, where they
becomes part of your search, and search
history. From this point forward the results of
your investigation can be saved and shared
with others, used to feed review stages in
workflow or power QC, instantly.

As the leading provider of software as a service solutions developed by lawyers for
lawyers, DISCO is reinventing legal technology to automate and simplify complex and errorprone tasks that distract from practicing law. DISCO has been embraced by more than 400
law firms, including 50 of the AmLaw 200, as their first choice for innovative technologies
that help great lawyers and their teams secure justice and win cases.
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